
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Gender Reveal Party 
Planning to host a picture-perfect gender reveal party? One that ends with a bang, leaving everyone 
surprised? Keep your guests in suspense until the big moment and shower your loved ones in a 
colorful reveal. Make your gender reveal party the most vivid memory of the newest addition to your 
family! We always care about making hosting a breeze for you and letting you get the most out of 
your event with our Gender Reveal Cannons. To aid you in the process, we created this simple guide 
to make sure you experience a smooth and fun announcement that will be memorable for both you 
and your guests. 
 
 
 
 

ADDING A POP OF FUN TO YOUR 
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PLAN AHEAD ON HOW TO PREPARE AND USE GENDER 
REVEAL CANNON KIT 
 

 
 

We are so excited you've ordered your Gender Reveal Cannon Kit, now let's make sure 
they’re prepared for your celebration! As you may know, the kit features either blue or pink 
holi powder cannons. If you purchased the larger kit, it would also contain our multi-color 
confetti cannons. It could seem intimidating to use especially if it’s your first time to launch a 
powder or confetti cannon, and that is why our team created a step-by-step video instruction 
guide for your ease of use. 
  

Simply click here to view the video setup instructions. 

https://primepure-instruction-videos.s3.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com/Gender+Reveal+Cannon+Instruction+Video.m4v
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PREMIUM GENDER REVEAL CANNON KIT 
Hey, new mama! There’s a little seed growing inside you now and it wouldn’t be too long 
until you hold him or her in your arms. By now, we’re sure you have planned for months and 
have gathered a lot of gender reveal ideas to wow your guests! But the question remains — 
is it a boy or a girl? I know you’re excited to find out but don’t be boring and let’s keep your 
grand reveal in style! Lucky you have purchased this party essential! So what’s special 
about your Gender Reveal Cannon Kit? Here’s what! 
 

Fabulous Contents 
Depending on which kit you have ordered, our Gender Reveal Cannons come with two 
different kinds of contents: confetti and holi powder cannons. Our goal is to celebrate your 
baby announcement with a bang and a lot more fun not just for you but for your guests too! 
 
Aim high and let it shower with blue or pink powder and/or confetti shot easily from the 
cannons; or have the cannons blast off either light and dark blue or light and dark pink 
heart-shaped paper confetti and heart-shared gold foil confetti, perfect to surprise everyone 
with the gender of your little one! 
 

Discreet Design & Generous Confetti 
Your gender reveal cannons are lightweight and have a sleek and stylish look that already 
makes them perfect props even before you pop them. They have neutral and discreet 
packaging that doesn’t give away the gender and are designed to contain more powder 
and confetti mix.  
 
Compared to anyone else on the market, these gender reveal cannons have 50% more 
powder and confetti and are absolutely made for the perfect reveal. We take pride in 
creating party essentials that offer more than others!  
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HOW TO USE YOUR GENDER REVEAL CANNONS 

Although your gender reveal cannons were shipped to your door completely prepared to be 
popped, there are a few tips we’d like to share! 
 
First and foremost, the cannons are not to be used without adult supervision. For an easier 
twist, cut out the packaging along the dotted line which can be found at the base part of the 
cannon. Locate the arrows in each cannon to identify which way to point and always aim up 
to the sky away from people or animals. To pop, simply twist the base and the top of the 
cannon according to the arrows outlined.  
 
For optimal results, consider the wind direction. If you’re choosing to pop your cannons 
inside, note the surroundings and make sure the ceiling is high enough in your venue for the 
twist. It is easy and very safe to use both for indoor and outdoor gender reveal parties. 
 

 
 

Simply click here to view the video setup instructions. 

https://primepure-instruction-videos.s3.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com/Gender+Reveal+Cannon+Instruction+Video.m4v
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TIPS FOR A FUN OUTDOOR GENDER REVEAL PARTY  
Outdoor parties can be a lot of fun especially if they are well-planned. If you decide to throw 
a backyard set-up for your gender reveal, here are some tips we have for you! 
 
 

Get an All-In-One Gender 
Reveal Decorations Kit 

For your party to look amazing and complete, 
you may need to prepare not only the 
cannons, but also some cute photo booth 
props, a cake topper and, most importantly, a 
selection of colorful themed balloons! 
 
To make hosting a breeze for you, we also 
have a Premium Gender Reveal Kit that has 
over 100 pieces of decorations. If you are 
considering purchasing decor for your 
upcoming gender reveal party — look no 
further, this package has it all!  

 
 
After months of testing different party 
decorations, we’ve compiled what we’ve 
found to be everything that’s needed to host 
a gender reveal party in one kit. The results 
have spoken for themselves as this kit is 
now the top selling gender reveal kit in 
over 30 countries. To further improve 
things it is being sold at 50% off! 
  
To buy all these items separately you would 
be looking at a bill of well over $50, this 
package literally has it all. You really have to 
see it for yourself, it can be found on our 
Amazon storefront or by typing #primepure 
in the Amazon search bar! 
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Furthermore, if you’d like to take your party to the next level - check out our Decorative 
Boxes too! 
 

  
 

Consider The Weather 

Throwing an outdoor party is more advisable towards the summer season. It’s generally 
more convenient and hassle-free. But while we never hope for inclement weather, we know 
how mother nature can be less than accommodating sometimes. There are a couple of 
rental items you may consider to keep your guests warm to enjoy the party: tent sides, patio 
heater, and tent heater.  
 
Other than that, you may choose to provide blankets and pillows, too! You can also 
consider adding a hot cocoa bar beside your buffet so your guests can enjoy some warm 
cocoa or coffee to take away the chill. Alternatively, if it is extra hot, a few pitchers of cold 
refreshments are a must. 
 

Set The Date And Send Out Invitations 

After considering the weather forecast it is essential to set the date when the party will take 
place. If you have already picked a date - amazing, if not - keep on reading. Setting a date 
well in advance is essential since it is best to send out invitations as soon as possible so 
your guests mark their calendars off. Typically, the date is set after the mid-pregnancy 
ultrasound when the technician is able to accurately reveal the gender of the baby. 
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The sophistication of your invites depends on the size of the party you are hosting and your 
personal preference. If it is a small get together, you can simply choose to send a quick text 
or call your guests as an invitation. Should you decide on a bigger party, there are plenty of 
amazing free tools online to aid you in creating a beautiful invitation. Regardless of the size 
of the party, each invitation should include the date, location, time and RSVP details. 
  
The following are a few examples of invitations available online: 
 

 
 
Some of our favourite online platforms for easy creation of electronic invitations are 
Greetings Island, Evite, Punchbowl, Canva, and Paperless Post. 
 

Decide Whether You Are Expecting Gifts From Guests 

One last, but a very important piece of 
information your invitation shall include is a 
quick note stating whether you are 
expecting gifts or not. Traditionally, the gifts 
are presented during the baby shower, 
therefore if you are deciding on hosting a joint 
party (all-in-one gender reveal and baby 
shower) make sure your guests are aware! 
  
Your invitation header could say "Baby 
Shower & Gender Reveal". If that's not 
enough, a note on gifts could be placed on the 
invitation to simply outline something like "To 
support us on this special day a gift would be 
greatly appreciated." Should you decide to go 
ahead with a gift registry, your invitation could include a self-implying statement "[mommy's 
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name] and [daddy's name] are registered at Target" or "The expecting couple is registered 
at Baby's R Us." 
  
Furthermore, if you have already purchased everything you need for your little angel on the 
way and strictly decide to ask for cash gifts, your invitation could say "Your presence on this 
special day is the greatest gift of all. If it is your wish to bless us with a gift, we would greatly 
appreciate a contribution to our wishing well." 
  

Plan Out The Menu 

Generally, foods and beverages at gender reveal parties follow the theme of pink and blue. It 
has become increasingly popular to have a candy bar set up in pink and blue colors as well. 
If you’re throwing an outdoor gender reveal party, make sure to set up the food table in the 
shade. Here are some outdoor food set-up ideas! 
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Banish and Beat Bugs 

Choose a spot that is clear, open, and away from any wet grass and ground. Aside from 
sunscreen, prepare some mosquito and bug repellent for your guests. You can also light 
Citronella candles to shoo mosquitoes away! 
 

Announce With A Bang 

Your outdoor gender reveal party wouldn’t be complete without your cannons for blasting 
away your announcement with fun! Your reveal will totally be a hit and look absolutely 
stunning in photos when you have cannons launching a spray of either blue or pink powder 
and heart confetti accents! 
 

Adapting to The Pandemic 

With COVID-19 cancelling many celebrations, you might also need to adapt to the new 
normal to still make your announcement happen and be shared with your loved ones. If an 
actual gender reveal party can’t happen in your backyard, you might consider doing an 
online event. You can set up an event page where you’ll be hosting the party and start 
posting teaser posts leading to the grand reveal to still keep your online attendees 
guessing. Finally, on the most anticipated day — break the big news! 
 
You may also consider doing a “drive-by” gender reveal which can also be quite fun, 
exciting, and celebrating social distancing in style! Simply do a boy or girl decoration 
sprawled on your front lawn and spell out your big news. Send out an online invitation to let 
your friends know what time to drive by and beam proudly as you stand by your gender 
reveal announcement. Feel like a total star as you wave to friends who drove by!  
 
When gender reveal meets the age of coronavirus, it is best to keep mommy safe and 
follow certain precautions. While this is not a traditional gender reveal, it’s sure to be a day 
you won’t forget.  
 

CAPTURING THE GRAND REVEAL  

Instead of just a quick and tearful announcement in passing conversation, parents-to-be 
have turned to unique and creative gender reveals to share the exciting news. This is where 
your gender reveal cannons come in! 
 
We suggest you position your guests before you pop the cannon, so it’ll be nicer in photos! 
You can have your guests in a line with mom and dad in the middle. Or you can have your 
guests positioned on two sides shooting cannons diagonally on mom and dad.  
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Cue the reveal by everyone doing a countdown to the pop! Make sure that all 
instructions are properly communicated for a smooth and fun reveal. 
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Try to capture the powder and confetti with as little motion blur as possible, so that it still 
actually looks like confetti and not just some blurry bits of color. To do this, you can use a 
fast shutter speed or simply put your camera in burst mode so you don’t miss that fun 
moment when rain of confetti happens! 
 

 
We’re sure you’ll have plenty of beautiful photos and videos, so don’t forget to tag us using 
#primepure because we’d love to see how the reveal turned out! 
 

 

WRAPPING UP 

Announcing the gender of your baby is such a precious moment. When doing your 
gender reveal celebration, always go for details that say a lot about your personality. 
Don’t settle for an ordinary party when you can have a spectacular and cost-effective 
display of vibrant colours to add a personal touch to your event. Most importantly, have fun 
and enjoy one of the most beautiful moments of your life! 
  
We hope you enjoy the gender reveal party you have prepared and we’d be happy to get 
tagged on Instagram, Pinterest, or Facebook of your amazing photos so we can feature 
you, too! Our hashtag is #primepure.  

We’re happy to welcome you to our Team Prime Exclusive members!💙 

 

Please be sure to check out the insert card inside your package for an 
opportunity to join our exclusive Facebook group! 
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

  

Simply click here to view the video setup instructions. 
  
Do the gender reveal cannons look discreet? 
Absolutely! Our gender reveal cannon kit comes in either blue or pink with neutral and 
discreet packaging that doesn’t give away the gender until you’re ready for the reveal. 
  
Do I have to cut out the paper on each cannon along the dotted line before use? 
No. You may use the cannons as is. Cutting along the dotted line will provide you with an 
easier twist but it is not mandatory.  
  
How do you launch a confetti cannon? 
*Video demonstration is provided in the Video Instruction Guide* 
Our confetti poppers work using a compressed air mechanism that is released by simply 
twisting the bottom according to the arrows outlined. 
  
Do confetti cannons make smoke? 
No. We do not use explosive charge to shoot confetti. Instead, all our confetti cannons use 
compressed air to shoot the confetti.  
  
Do powder cannons stain clothes? 
No. The colored powder doesn’t stain clothing, and any residue that does not brush away 
will be washed out in the laundry. 
  
Do I need a permit when using your cannons? 
No. Our cannons are absolutely safe and easy to use and can be enjoyed at any private 
events without restrictions. For rented venues, you may speak with the owner to verify if 
they have restrictions in relation to using confetti cannons. 
  
How far will my cannons shoot? 
Our cannons will shoot powder or confetti up to 15-20 feet. Also, the cannons are directional 
and you will need to pop two cannons diagonally across the room in order to fill the room. 
Fortunately, our kit got you covered! Not to mention, each cannon cylinder holds 50% more 
confetti than others.  
 
  
  

https://primepure-instruction-videos.s3.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com/Gender+Reveal+Cannon+Instruction+Video.m4v
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How reliable are my cannons? 
Very reliable! Our manufacturing process involves a very thorough, in-depth inspection to 
ensure high-quality cannons are included in every kit. 
  
Are these cannons loud? 
Just loud enough to add a pop of fun to your party. Nothing alarming or louder than popping 
a balloon! 
  
Will using gender reveal cannons be messy? 
Nothing a handheld vacuum can’t handle. We suggest you use a narrow nozzle for your 
vacuum as it can get into smaller spaces and tight corners too. 
  
I have another issue, not mentioned in any of the questions above. How do I resolve 
it? 
Simply contact us by replying to this email and we will gladly work together to resolve the 
issue. Customer experience is our number one priority! 
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